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1  Jeffrey Rosen, THE UNWANTED GAZE: THE DESTRUCTION OF PRIVACY IN AMERICA (2000).
2  Id. at 8-9.
Privacy, Ideology, and Technology:
A Response to Jeffrey Rosen
JULIE E. COHEN*
I.  WHY PRY?
Jeffrey Rosen’s The Unwanted Gaze1 is in some ways an extraordinarily perceptive work.  Rosen
offers a compelling (and often hair-raising) account of the pervasive dissolution of the boundary between
public and private information.  This dissolution is both legal and social; neither the law nor any other social
institution seems to recognize many limits on the sorts of information that can be subjected to public
scrutiny.  The book also provides a rich, evocative characterization of the dignitary harms caused by
privacy invasion.  Rosen’s description of the sheer unfairness of being “judged out of context” rings instantly
true.2  Privacy, Rosen concludes, is indispensable to human well-being and is at risk of being destroyed
unless we act fast.  I have no quarrel with either of these conclusions.
The book is far less convincing, however, when it moves beyond description and attempts to
identify the causes of the destruction of privacy and propose solutions.  Why is privacy under siege today?
The incidents that Rosen chooses as illustrations both reveal and obscure.  From Monica Lewinsky’s
unsent, deleted e-mails to the private online activities of corporate employees and the Dean of the Harvard
Divinity School, the examples offer a rich stew of technology, corporate mind control, public scapegoating,
and political intrigue.  But for the most part, Rosen seems to think that it is sex that is primarily to blame for
these developments — though how, exactly, Rosen cannot seem to decide.  He suggests, variously, that
we seek private information out of prurient fascination with other people’s intimate behavior, or to enforce
upon others authoritarian notions of “correct” interpersonal behavior, or to inform moral judgments about
others based on a hasty and ill-conceived equivalence between the personal and the political.  Or perhaps
Rosen is simply upset about the loss of privacy for a specific sort of (sexual or intimate) behavior, whatever
the origin of society’s impulse to pry.
Yet there are puzzling anomalies in Rosen’s account.  Most notably, appended to Rosen’s
excavation of recent sex-related privacy invasions is a chapter on privacy in cyberspace.  This chapter sits
uneasily in relation to the rest of the book.  Its focus is not confined to sex-related privacy, and Rosen does
not explain how the more varied information-gathering activities chronicled there bear on his earlier analysis.
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Rosen acknowledges as much and offers, instead, the explanation that intimate privacy and cyberspace
privacy are simply two examples of the same problem: the risk of being judged out of context in a world
of short attention spans, and the harms to dignity that follow.3  I find this explanation far too simple, and
more than a bit circular.  Why this rush to judge others out of context?  Necessity is one answer — if
attention spans are limited, we cannot avoid making decisions based on incomplete information — but
where does the necessity to judge come from?  And what do computers and digital networking
technologies — factors that recur not only in the chapter on cyberspace privacy, but also in most of
Rosen’s other examples — have to do with it?
This Review Essay offers some rather different answers to these questions.  I shall argue, first, that
the use of personal information to sort and classify individuals is inextricably bound up with the fabric of our
political economy.  As Part II explains, the unfettered use of “true” information to predict risk and minimize
uncertainty is a hallmark of the liberal state and its constituent economic and political markets.  Not sex,
but money, and more broadly an ideology about the predictive power of isolated facts, generate the
perceived necessity to judge individuals based on incomplete profiles.  The harms of this rush to judgment
— harms not only to dignity, but also to economic welfare and more fundamentally to individual autonomy
— may undermine liberal individualism (as Rosen argues), but they are products of it as well.  Part III
argues, further, that the problem of vanishing informational privacy in digital networked environments is not
sui generis, but rather is central to understanding the destruction of privacy more generally.  This is not
simply because new technologies reduce the costs of collecting, exchanging, and processing the traditional
sorts of consumer information.  The profit-driven search for personal information via digital networks is also
catalyzing an erosion of the privacy that individuals have customarily enjoyed in their homes, their private
papers, and even their thoughts.  This process is transforming not only the way we experience privacy, but
also the way we understand it.  Privacy is becoming not only harder to protect, but also harder to justify
protecting.  Part IV concludes that shifting these mutually reinforcing ideological and technological vectors
will require more drastic intervention than Rosen suggests.
II.  IDEOLOGY: PRIVACY, UNCERTAINTY, AND RISK
At bottom, The Unwanted Gaze is a work of political theory.  Rosen’s ultimate focus, and his
rallying point, is the role of the liberal state as guarantor of individual privacy.  He argues that a liberal
society should respect privacy because it is essential for individual dignity.  Therefore, the liberal state
should reject legal rules that create incentives to pry into private (especially sexual) matters, and should
support legal rules that protect people’s desire to be left alone.4  Unfortunately for this theory, however,
the evidence is very much to the contrary.  The liberal state, and the twin principles of Enlightenment
scientism and market-based rationality upon which it rests, are centrally implicated in the destruction of
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5  See, e .g .,  FED. TRADE COMM’N, PRIVACY ONLINE: FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES IN THE ELECTRONIC
MARKETPLACE: A REPORT TO CONGRESS 15-18 (2000) [hereinafter FED. TRADE COMM’N, PRIVACY ONLINE]; OSCAR H.
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6  See ROSEN, supra  note 1, at 81-90.
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3, 25-30 (1997); Philip M. Berkowitz, Employee Privacy in the Age of Electronic Communications, N.Y. L.J., Oct. 14, 1999,
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July 30, 1999, available at 1999 WL 8711311; Joao-Pierre S. Ruth, Careful . . . Your Boss May Be Watching, BUS. NEWS
N.J., Sept. 12, 2000, at 24; Survival Guide: Small Fix-its for Work’s Frustrations: On-Job Violence Is Preventable,
NEWSDAY, July 19, 1999, at C2; George B. Yancey, The Predictive Power of Hiring Tools, CREDIT UNION EXECUTIVE, July
privacy.  Recourse to foundational principles of liberalism is far more likely to exacerbate the privacy
problem than to solve it.  
I will begin where Rosen begins, by focusing on the motives of those who collect personal
information from individuals.  As I have noted, Rosen focuses primarily on the problem of intimate
information.  This approach, however, begs important questions about the treatment of personal information
more generally.  Many studies have shown, and Rosen’s own discussion of cyberspace privacy suggests,
that contemporary American society now sanctions a greater degree of access to all sorts of information
about individuals.5  To understand why this is so, it would seem helpful to explore why those who collect
personal information, both intimate and nonintimate, want it, and what they intend to use it for.  
The answers to these questions suggest that sexual privacy is an incidental casualty of a different
and far more comprehensive desire to know.  Within the private sector, the impetus for the destruction of
privacy is not prurience or prudishness, but core values that animate the rational marketplace behavior of
profit-seeking entities.  Americans are obsessed with sex, true, but we are even more obsessed with
money.  Our concern with private information is not its privateness or its prurience, but its potential to be
converted into profit.  Within society more broadly, the impetus for the destruction of privacy is a perceived
equivalence between information processing and truth.  We value information, including personal
information, because we believe it will bring us omniscience, and with it the ability to predict preferences,
behaviors, and needs and the opportunity to shape public (or private) policies accordingly.  If Rosen is
really concerned about the destruction of privacy in America, it is Adam Smith, René Descartes, and
Jeremy Bentham, not Sigmund Freud or Catharine MacKinnon, with whom he must contend.
Employers are a case in point.  Rosen posits that employers who want to shield themselves from
sexual harassment liability will increase monitoring of interactions among employees.6  This seems clearly
right, but incomplete.  There are lots of other things that employers want to know about both current and
prospective employees: how hard they work, whether they will be expensive to insure, whether they pose
risks to the safety of other employees or to the security of company property and trade secrets, and so on.7
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House Comm. on Banking & Fin. Servs., 106th Cong. 176-77(1999) (statement of Roberta B. Meyer, Senior Counsel,
Consumer Affairs Unit, Amer. Council of Life Ins.); Schwartz, supra  note 7, at 3, 26-28, 36-38; Anne Eisenberg, Insurance-
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Costs of Informational Privacy: Pure Bundling as a Strategy in the Individual Health Insurance Market, J. MGMT.
INFO. SYS., Oct. 1, 2000, at 2957.
9   See FED. TRADE COMM’N, FTC FACTS FOR CONSUMERS: CREDIT SCORING (Aug. 1998), available a t
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/credit/scoring.htm.
10  See, e.g., Nina Munk, How I Started a Dot-Com for Dogs, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 15, 2000, § 6 (Magazine), at 82
(describing the process of creating a business plan as an “imaginary numbers game”).
11  See Richard A. Posner, The Right of Privacy, 12 GA. L. REV. 393, 397 (1978); George J. Stigler, An Introduction
to Privacy in Economics and Politics, 9 J. LEGAL STUD. 623, 628-33 (1980); see also  GANDY, supra  note 5, at 95-122
(discussing documentary, anecdotal, and survey evidence about “corporate perspectives” on the collection and use of
personal information).
Similar reasoning animates other marketplace actors, who want to know things that will help them structure
investment risk, broadly defined.  Insurers want to gauge the likelihood and magnitude of claims requiring
payment, so that they can price policies accordingly.8  Lenders want to assess the risk of default, so that
they can set interest rates and collateral requirements.9  The list goes on; it is easy to posit ways in which
additional information might bear on the uncertainties that confront businesses.  It is easier still to conform
firm behavior to perceived correlations drawn from customer databases, with the result that hypotheses
about risk become self-fulfilling prophecies.  Those deemed unemployable or uninsurable may find it difficult
to rehabilitate themselves when no one will employ or insure them.
In the realms of advertising and marketing, businesses want personal information not so much to
minimize probable loss, but to structure expected gain.  The “risk” to be minimized is the omnipresent,
unquantifiable risk of making a lower profit than one might otherwise make.  Access to consumer
information reduces the sense of uncertainty that inevitably accompanies any venture because the
information provides a vocabulary with which to talk about risk and profit potential.  Information, including
consumer information, transforms guesses into their more respectable cousins, estimates and projections.
Estimates and projections, in turn, become predictions, imbued with a flavor of certainty that is no less real
for being wholly unjustified.10
These beliefs about the relationship between information, risk, and profit are not anomalies within
the liberal state, but rather are among its central pillars.  Within a liberal market economy, it is an article of
faith that both firms and individuals should be able to seek and use information that (they believe) will make
them economically better off.11  It follows that firms should be entitled to use personal information to
minimize (projected) risk and to maximize (expected) profits, and should be entitled to demand this
information as one condition of a consensual transaction.  According to this view, privacy allows the
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861, 877-78 (D.C. Cir. 1978).
15  See ROSEN, supra  note 1, at 4 (discussing government subpoenas to Kramerbooks bookstore for records of
Lewinsky’s book purchases); Michael Janofsky, Police Seek Record of Bookstore Patrons in Bid for Drug Charge, N.Y.
TIMES, Nov. 24, 2000, at A37 (describing dispute between drug enforcement agents and bookstore over search warrant
for sales records for books on methamphetamine manufacture).
individual to engage in a sort of arbitrage, by obtaining something she values highly at a lower rate than she
could obtain in a world with less privacy.12  In turn, the exposure gained by access to private information
minimizes another sort of exposure — that of contracting parties to financial risk.  Individuals are exposed
so that other parties need not be.  
This conflation of information with certainty and projections with predictions is not confined to
markets.  The destruction of privacy is the necessary byproduct of a particular set of beliefs about the
predictive power of information that operate in both market and government spheres.  Within this belief
structure, nothing is random.  Success in markets, politics, and policymaking can be predicted, and failure
avoided, using the proper algorithms and the right inputs.13  The ideology of the algorithm — of “more is
better” — restores certainty, or at least cabins uncertainty, both in commerce and in public debate.  In legal
disputes, where uncertainty complicates questions of responsibility and remedy, every piece of information
is presumptively relevant to the calculus of liability or guilt.14  In addition, as Ms. Lewinsky’s case
demonstrates, data collected and systematized by the private sector are then readily accessible for state
compulsion, so that government need not confront the troublesome question of its power to compel the
information directly from the affected individuals.15
The interests and practices implicated in the informational privacy debate, in short, are at once
quotidian and deeply ideological.  The need to judge others out of context is the logical product of rational
self-interest when it occurs in markets and of rationalism, more broadly defined, when the agent is the state.
Such a regime literally cannot operate without a constant supply of new information, and to suggest placing
some of these inputs off limits merely because they are “personal” is to propose the ultimate heresy.
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or judge-made) on the gathering and use of personal information.
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18  ROSEN, supra  note 1, at 166-67.
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C. Nussbaum, Human Functioning and Social Justice: In Defense of Aristotelian Essentialism, 20 POLIT. THEORY 202,
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humans to enjoy them); Martha C. Nussbaum, Aristotelian Social Democracy, in LIBERALISM AND THE GOOD 203, 219-25
(R. Bruce Douglass et al. eds., 1990) (same).
To observe that the harvesting of private information is driven by both market and Enlightenment
ideologies does not, of course, suffice to establish that it should trouble us.  (For many, it will tend to
suggest the opposite.)  Yet data privacy regulation would not be the first instance in which society has
determined that the common good requires limits on the profit-seeking behavior of private entities.16  To
decide whether society should set limits on the collection and use of personal information, and if so, how,
one must consider what harms these behaviors cause and decide whether the harms outweigh the benefits
that information processing produces.
Here it becomes important to understand exactly what “judged out of context” means, and what
harms it signifies.17  Rosen argues that even though such judging causes dignitary injury, people are still free
to think and act as they please.18  This explanation, too, seems incomplete.  Judging others is not simply
an idle pastime.  Commercial actors judge in order to determine the commercial treatment (including prices
and terms) that an individual will receive.  State actors judge in order to allocate public resources and to
mete out (or withhold) civil or criminal sanctions.  These are decisions with concrete consequences.  This
is not to say that dignity is unimportant or undeserving of legal protection.  Rather, it is to argue that privacy
invasion also produces other, arguably more significant effects.
These third-party judgments, moreover, necessarily affect both the process of individuation and the
limits of autonomy.  Autonomy is inescapably a function of context and a matter of degree.19  In particular,
Rosen’s rejection of arguments from autonomy gives insufficient weight to the ways in which individuals’
thoughts, beliefs, and actions are shaped by the actions of others around them.  We may think what we
please, but we respond to the information that we are shown and to the ways that others treat us.  Over
time, this dynamic constructs and modifies habits, preferences, and beliefs.  For this reason, commercial
risk management and marketing practices focused on prediction shade imperceptibly, but inexorably, into
attempts to mold individual behavior.  As marketers and risk managers use past acts to shape future
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in individual personality.  ROSEN, supra  note 1, at 210-18.
preferences and opportunities, prediction and control become inextricably linked.20  As I have argued at
greater length elsewhere, there is a very real risk that, over time, the market-driven culture of exposure may
come to undermine the very qualities of individualism, entrepreneurship, and independence of thought that
it professes to value.21
These are strong reasons that a society that values individual autonomy and strong citizens might
want to set limits on the collection and use of personal information.  Appealing to foundational principles
of liberal individualism, however, does not (and cannot) tell us how to set about this task.  Liberal ideology
got us into this mess; it will not get us out.  The conversation must proceed in some other way.
I do not mean to suggest that the law should compel businesses to throw caution to the winds and
abandon any attempt to identify customers or project income streams, or that the law should abandon the
use of circumstantial evidence to assess guilt or liability.  Many of the purposes for which market and
government entities seek personal data are entirely appropriate.  Employers should be entitled to expect
that their employees not engage in insider trading or misappropriation of trade secrets and should be entitled
to adopt reasonable safeguards against such conduct.  Lenders should be entitled to some information
about borrowers’ credit histories.  Legal and policy disputes require resolution, and sometimes (though not
always) personal information will bear on the appropriate outcome.
I also do not intend to suggest that rationalized information processing practices lack redeeming
social value.  To the contrary, the culture and practices of rationalized information processing serve
important intrinsic and instrumental values relating to freedom of thought, inquiry, and expression.  Thus,
there are also strong arguments against placing limits on the collection and use of information.  These
arguments are familiar, and I will not belabor them here.
What I wish to argue, instead, is that in debates about privacy law and policy, ideology and
necessity blur in important and outcome-determining ways, and that this blurring makes resolution of
informational privacy issues extraordinarily (and unnecessarily) difficult.  We profess to believe that
individuals should be subjects and not objects of information.  This belief springs from another foundational
principle of liberal individualism: the notion that respect for individual autonomy requires individualized
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treatment.22  Even so, the rationale for considering particular items of personal information rapidly devolves
into an argument in favor of collecting and using every piece of information that can be obtained.  Then,
because technologies for collecting information do not readily distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate
purposes, a legitimate reason for monitoring can be used to bootstrap a comprehensive monitoring regime.
Meanwhile, the ideology of the algorithm diverts attention away from other possible ways of designing
information tools and collecting information while minimizing the privacy harms to individuals.  But a world
in which more information is known and processed is a world that treats individuals as (manipulable)
objects for more and more purposes.23
A world where information-processing practices are a matter of ideology is a very difficult place
to have a conversation about limits, or about the impact of data processing rules and practices on the lived
experience of ordinary people.  It is important to understand that this dynamic arises within and because
of liberal ideology, not despite it.  Addressing the informational privacy problem requires pragmatic
balancing of competing values.  To proceed with this project in any meaningful way, one must first
acknowledge that competing values exist.  The belief that more personal information always reveals more
truth is ideology, not fact, and must be recognized as such for informational privacy to have a chance.
III.  TECHNOLOGY: PRIVACY, PROPERTY, AND LICENSE
Still unexplored is the role that digital network technologies play in facilitating the profit-driven
search for personal information and extending the underlying ideology of rationalized information
processing.  Both in his chapter on internet privacy and elsewhere throughout the book, Rosen makes clear
his belief that digital technologies are implicated in the destruction of privacy.  If one is concerned about
reversing the destruction of privacy, however, it is important to specify the relationship between technology
and privacy more precisely.  Information technology is not simply a passive conduit for preexisting social
values.  The capabilities (and disabilities) of artifacts also shape social practices and priorities.  The
capabilities and limits of digital information technologies are changing not only the amount of privacy we
enjoy, but also the ways in which we think about the privacy to which human beings are entitled.
One possible explanation for the relationship between digital technologies and privacy is that
technology is a simple multiplier.  Digital technologies reduce the costs of privacy invasion, and this
reduction causes significant quantitative shifts in the behavior of both commercial and government actors.
Commercial actors can amass and process a greatly increased volume and variety of data about their
customers, and governments about their citizens.  On this theory, though, digital processing of transactional
and official data does not move new sorts of information into the public arena.  Increased data collection
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29  The modern direct marketing industry is predicated on this belief (though not disturbed by it); more
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insights about human character, behavior, and preferences.
and processing capacity simply generates more — more detailed, more permanent records of more
activities that were always, in some sense, open to public view.24
Many commentators, however, reject this view of the interaction between technology and privacy
as too simplistic.  As early as the 1970s, a majority of the Supreme Court suggested that the ready
availability of “vast amounts of personal information” in digitized form might pose a qualitatively new sort
of privacy threat.25  More recent commentators have argued that the threat lies not merely in the ease of
access to digitized data, but also in the new and more complex permutations and profiles that interlinked
digital databases enable.26  To similar effect, a strand of the philosophical literature on privacy argues that
new “data mining” practices violate the customary presumption that individual behavior will be noted, and
its consequences felt, only in the particular “discrete social sphere” that the individual intended.27  Still others
have observed that digital data processing technologies also collect new, formerly unavailable data about
individuals’ activities, including browsing and (virtual) window-shopping activities, reading and listening
habits, and (by implication) ideological preferences.28  In aggregate, these different accounts and
approaches suggest persuasively that digital technology does not simply gather more of the same data, but
that it also collects more kinds of data and is employed to generate far more comprehensive “truths.”29
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(enforcing common-law privacy rights of residential tenant in rented apartment).
But these synergistic, or “panoptic,” theories of privacy invasion still do not go far enough.30  Digital
technologies do more than shrink experienced privacy.  The interaction between monitoring technologies
and behavior is dynamic.  The design of technologies is driven, in the first instance, by (conscious and
unconscious) decisions about what values are important and what results the technology should produce.
The resulting technologies, however, then structure not only behavior, but also behavioral and policy norms.
Technologies (human-designed artifacts) produce feedback loops.31  For at least the past several decades,
firms and governments have been designing information systems to enable the inexpensive accumulation and
seamless combination and recombination of collections of personal information.  Systems designed to
smooth the way for large-scale collection and processing of personal information also affect prevailing
understandings of the privacy to which individuals are or should be entitled and the basis on which they
might be entitled to claim it.
The profit-motivated search for predictive information is transforming the design of living and work
spaces and of structures for delivering intellectual goods, and at the same time it is transforming the
conceptualization of these spaces and activities.  In the process, traditional distinctions between private and
public spaces, and between private and public realms of activity, are collapsing.  In their place is emerging
a very different conception of the boundary between public and private and its implications for privacy law
and policy.  Within this vision, neither places nor thoughts are sacrosanct.  Instead, privacy is an inverse
function of the extent to which licensed chattels and information goods require, and consumers “consent”
to, information collection.
To see how digitization drives this conceptual shift requires careful attention to the historical and
theoretical roots of privacy protection.  Historically, both place and autonomy have been central to judicial
elaboration of privacy rights.  Nowhere has the freedom from outside scrutiny been greater than in spaces
traditionally considered private — for example, living spaces — and in activities strongly linked to
autonomy: one’s private papers, thoughts, and interpersonal associations.32  Other physical spaces, such
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as work spaces, have been held to afford an intermediate degree of privacy.33  Public streets are not private
at all, but enclaves within otherwise public space — for example, public bathrooms and telephone booths
— may generate legally cognizable expectations of privacy because of the nature of the activities that take
place there.34  Thus, Rosen quite logically organizes his discussion of privacy first around physical location
— privacy at home, at work, in court, online — and to a lesser extent around privacy of thought.
At a theoretical level, however, the precise nature of — and justification for — privacy remains
unclear.  Descriptively, privacy has been defined as freedom from scrutiny, control, or intrusion by others.35
This understanding of privacy as freedom-from implies a correlative freedom-to:  Absent external scrutiny,
control or intrusion, one may behave as one wishes.  Yet this formulation leaves unaddressed some rather
important questions about the location and nature of the boundary between privacy and freedom.  Is the
freedom that “privacy” guarantees best characterized as a privilege with which others have no right to
interfere?  If so, is the privilege rooted in formal, relatively immutable notions of physical place, or in a
broader and more flexible conception of autonomy?  Alternatively, is the “privacy” of private spaces and
thoughts simply contingent — a Hohfeldian liability that is subject to erosion as technology evolves?36
These questions have moral as well as jurisprudential valence.  Modern privacy advocates,
including both Rosen and myself, conceive of privacy as a species of constitutive freedom and view that
freedom as both intrinsically and instrumentally valuable.  Some critics, however, have viewed privacy (or
at least some kinds of it) disparagingly, as license.  On this view, privacy betokens a dangerous absence
of moral constraints, and too much privacy is as great an evil as too little.37  Privacy also has relational
implications; some feminist theorists have argued that traditional place- and family-centered notions of
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Cookies (Mar. 12, 1998), available at http://www.ciac.org/ciac/bulletins/i-034.shtml (last visited Mar. 26, 2001); Adam
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privacy may reinforce and perpetuate inequality, subordination, and violence.38  A society’s definition of
the scope and limits of privacy says much about its theoretical or intellectual understanding of concepts such
as freedom and equality, but also much about its normative or moral understanding of these concepts.
The lack of clarity at the theoretical and normative roots of privacy doctrine matters because the
traditional legal and behavioral barriers that have demarcated private space and private conduct have come
under pressure as the material conditions of privacy shift.39  A shift in the material conditions of privacy can
be architectural in the traditional sense; apartment dwellers enjoy less privacy than residents of single-family
homes.  But such shifts also can be caused by other kinds of design choices.  Historically, private property
has served as the primary barrier to privacy invasion.  The primary agent of privacy invasion was the state,
and important constitutional protections constrained the state’s ability to enter and search private premises.
Now, however, monitoring and data collection capabilities are routinely embedded in the design of spaces,
tools, network protocols and applications, and even documents.  Smart microchips in homes, appliances,
and cars can monitor use and report via digital networks to utilities, equipment lessors, toll collectors, and
other third parties.40  “Cookies” and “web bugs” can generate records of internet browsing activities.41
Documents and other digital files can be designed to report to software manufacturers, or to allow only
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certain actions but not others.42  Incorporation of persistent identifiers into personal computer
microprocessors and internet addressing protocols is a recurring possibility.43
The rationale for these new kinds of privacy invasion is consent as incident to a commercial
transaction between equal parties.  In some cases, consent to collect information is presumed, and
technologies are designed surreptitiously (or simply without comment) to enable it.44  The degree of privacy
actually experienced becomes a function of self-help; users can defeat these functions, but only if they can
figure out how.  In other cases, formal contractual provisions govern data collection and use.  Inanimate
objects formerly conceived as personal property — software, telecommunications equipment, and even
temporary electronic copies of Web content — are distributed under licenses that require individuals to
consent to data collection.  “Privacy policies” attached to these items often simply serve to notify individuals
of the control that they do not have.45  Effectively, these digital technologies and information goods have
become the data processor’s agents rather than the individual’s chattels. 
Once again, none of this, or at least very little of it, is about sex.  The increased monitoring of
private spaces drives toward quite a different end.  The colonization of private spaces by cookies, web
bugs, smart microchips, and self-enforcing licenses is an entirely predictable consequence of the market-
driven search for more and better information.  If information is money, there is no reason to expect that
the desire for more information should stop politely at the residential doorstep or its virtual equivalent.  And
if the state wants this information, or if a third party wants to use state process to compel its production,
it is harder to argue against that result if the information, presumptively relevant, is already there.
This spatial and legal reconfiguration inverts privacy at the most fundamental, epistemological level.
In a world where objects carry license to invade privacy, whether one is “at home” or “at work” becomes
increasingly irrelevant.  Similarly, privacy of thought becomes substantially less relevant in a world where
documents can report on their owners and where digital networks can create large databases of people’s
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reading, viewing, and listening habits.  Rights (and thus expectations) are defined by instrumentality rather
than by location, and by (fictional) consent rather than by any sense of the inherent inviolability of private
papers and thought processes.  Privacy is still about license, but now in a wholly different sense than the
debate about privacy and morality once presupposed.  The locus of license-as-freedom has shifted to the
designers of artifacts and tools.  Increasingly, individual users of these artifacts will enjoy only whatever
privacy the data collectors have not seen fit to take.
If privacy constructs personality, moreover, the shift to a consent-based understanding of privacy
cannot simply be a neutral matter.  Here, Rosen’s plea for recognition of private zones even within
nominally public spaces, such as the workplace, does not go far enough.  Drawing on the work of Erving
Goffman, Rosen posits that employees require a “backstage” so that they can do their jobs effectively.46
If this is true, though, the argument for a backstage in our own homes and our own thoughts is even more
compelling.  Once again, the argument flows not only from dignity, but more fundamentally from autonomy.
What violates dignity may also construct behavior, preferences, opinions, and beliefs, as individuals strive
to minimize the real (or imagined) harms that may flow from being watched.  Rather than presuming we can
do what we please in private spaces, we may come to presume that we can do only what others permit
and read only what others approve.
In sum, networked digital technologies do not simply make the privacy problem more acute.  They
make it different.  In a very literal sense, technology is displacing privacy.  Privacy in formerly private places
or spheres of activity can no longer be presumed, or even presumed to be good.  The (re)design of
information technologies to facilitate the profit-driven pursuit of personal information increasingly forecloses
not only the experience of privacy, but also alternative, place- or autonomy-centered understandings of
privacy.  Any prescription for reversing the destruction of privacy must consider, and address, this dynamic
and the combination of ideology and technology that has produced it.
IV.  BREAKING THE CYCLE
Rosen argues that reversing the destruction of privacy is, first and foremost, a matter of wanting to
do so.47  It is difficult to quarrel with this general statement, but equally difficult to glean any specific
direction from it.  At different points in the book, however, Rosen also suggests that invasion of privacy
lawsuits or widespread adoption of privacy self-help technologies might remedy specific privacy
problems.48  We are now in a position to evaluate these recommendations.  Although I would like Rosen
to be right about the ready availability of tools for reversing the destruction of privacy, I suspect that his
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proposed strategies are too reactive to dislodge the mutually reinforcing ideological and technological
vectors that shape contemporary information processing practice.
First, it is becoming increasingly clear that the common law invasion of privacy torts will not help
to contain the destruction of informational privacy.49  Lawsuits by individuals outraged at the unauthorized
sale and use of their personal information have been uniformly unsuccessful.  Courts have responded to
these novel informational privacy claims (based on the “unauthorized appropriation of name or likeness”
branch of privacy doctrine) as if inspired by Lewis Carroll’s Red Queen: Personal information is only
valuable in aggregate, so individuals have no basis to claim injury against those who wish to sell their
information for value;50 personal information has not been “appropriated” unless the entity that has collected
it to use and exchange for value also releases it to the general public;51 personal information including
correct, current address information is not the individual’s if the name is slightly misspelled.52  While courts
have recognized a privacy interest in sexual or intimate information (pursuant to the “embarrassing facts”
branch of privacy doctrine), they are unlikely to hold that, for example, processing and sale of routine
transactional data constitutes an embarrassing disclosure of private facts.53
It is, of course, an overstatement to say that the common law is incapable of change.  The hallmark
of the common law is gradualism, and it is possible that judicial resistance to informational privacy claims
might gradually weaken to accommodate emerging societal preferences for more privacy.54  Where
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informational privacy is concerned, however, the common law also contains within it the seeds of powerful
resistance.  In particular, if licensed access to privately provided resources is the engine of privacy invasion,
it seems wishful to think that the common law — the law of contract and private property — will divert it.
In a world of digital networks and embedded microprocessors, private property and private contract
become barriers to effective public protection of individual privacy.  Paired with thin conceptions of
consent, private property rights signify carte blanche to collect information about readers and listeners, and
to demand changes in the design of networks that will eliminate anonymity for consumers of information
services and intellectual goods.
Second, even if widely adopted, privacy self-help technologies face significant external limitations.
These technologies are relatively effective at defeating casual monitoring of internet browsing, but (so far,
at least) much less effective once the individual becomes a customer or licensee.55  In such cases, the
amount of privacy protection available will depend in large part on the systems in use for approving and
processing consumer transactions and on the underlying technical standards that support the systems.56
Privacy self-help technologies do not alter these commercial and technological infrastructures, nor do they
alter the process by which technical standards enter the commercial mainstream.57  Wanting more privacy
is a start, and taking measures to protect one’s own privacy is even better, but a massive commercial,
technological, and contractual infrastructure designed to facilitate data collection and processing cannot just
be wished away.  
The call for greater informational privacy is, fundamentally, a critique of the political economy of
information markets.  To produce meaningful changes in the culture and practice of information processing,
reforms must operate at both structural and ideological levels.  At the structural level, firms and
governments must be willing to fund research on privacy-enhancing technologies and to integrate these
technologies into commercial and official information systems and practices once they have been
developed.  At the ideological level, firms and governments must learn to accept that perfect control of
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uncertainty and risk cannot be achieved even with limitless information, and that limiting access to and use
of personal information also may promote important social values.  These are not easy projects, but these
are not minor changes.  To the extent that The Unwanted Gaze contributes to a more serious, sustained
conversation about the importance of privacy, it sets us on the path, and that is no small accomplishment.
